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Introduction: Metallic objects in EH3 chondrites remain 

poorly characterized, with the exception of Y-691 [1,2,3] and 
Qingzhen [2]. Y-691 is considered to be one of the most pristine 
EH3 chondrites based on its high content of presolar silicates [4]. 
Its diverse population of opaque mineral nodules was classified 
as massive or concentric with respect to the intergrowth of con-
stituent sulfides, kamacite, or silicates [3]. Massive kamacite has 
been suggested to have precipitated from a melt [3] or condensed 
from a gas [1,3], whereas concentric kamacite cores apparently 
precipitated from a melt but the rims condensed from a gas [3]. 
Various silicate inclusions are thought to be products of solid-gas 
reactions, disaggregation of chondrules, fractional condensation 
[3] or oxidation of metal during changes in nebula fO2 [1]. We 
are systematically studying the opaque assemblages in polished 
thin sections of 12 EH3’s by optical- and electron microscopy, 
and electron microprobe. 

Results: Kamacite-bearing objects in all the EH3’s may be 
similarly classified as concentric or massive, as in Y-691. Perry-
ite and schreibersite are ubiquitous in kamacite. Schreibersite 
may occur as large inclusions irrespective of location in the host, 
while perryite is frequently found in thin zones around the edges 
of kamacite. The kamacite is always unzoned in Ni, Si, P, and Co 
regardless of inclusions or intergrowths. Silicate inclusions are 
present in kamacite-bearing objects in all the meteorites studied 
and include enstatite, albite, and sometimes dominantly a silica 
mineral. These inclusions are not euhedral like the ones found in 
the majority of the EL3’s [5]. The EH3 inclusions are smaller, 
graphic or irregular in shape, and are isolated in the metal or 
connected via thin veins to the exterior of the objects. The veins 
could possibly indicate incomplete equilibration during thermal 
reprocessing. The lack of Si-zonation in the metal surrounding 
the silica phase suggests that secondary oxidation of Si in metal 
did not produce the inclusions. In MET 01018 fine euhedral sili-
cates sometimes protrude into kamacite objects from the sur-
rounds, while large globules of enstatite protrude into, and are 
isolated within, kamacite. This suggests a parent body origin for 
such objects. Sulfides occur both intergrown with, and isolated 
from, kamacite. Although troilite is always present, sulfide min-
eralogy varies between EH3’s – for example, MET 01018 has 
oldhamite as its main accessory sulfide, while others (e.g. GRO 
95517, Y-792959) have no oldhamite but are dominated by dau-
breelite. Surprisingly, niningerite (ubiquitous with equilibrated 
EH’s) is not always present in EH3’s.  

The observed textural and sulfide-mineralogical heterogene-
ity between EH3’s possibly reflect variable parent body process-
ing superimposed on minor bulk chemical differences. It is pos-
sible that opaque mineral assemblages record parent body ther-
mal processing, thus indicating that EH3’s are not pristine – a 
point consistent with conclusions of [4] for Y-691. 
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